
The Mystifying Discovery: The Quest
For The Tomb Of Alexander The
Great That Will Leave You
Speechless!
The Life and Legacy of Alexander The Great

With unmatched valor and strategic brilliance, Alexander The Great carved his

name in history as one of the most successful military leaders the world has ever

witnessed. Born in 356 BC in Pella, Macedonia, Alexander's thirst for conquest

expanded the Greek empire to the edges of the known world, reaching from

Greece to Egypt, Persia, and India.

Although Alexander's remarkable achievements were celebrated, his death

remains shrouded in mystery. After his untimely demise at the young age of 32 in

323 BC, the location of his final resting place became a puzzling enigma,

prompting countless explorers and historians to embark on the quest for the tomb

of Alexander The Great.

The Historical Clues

The search for the elusive tomb began immediately after his death, and despite

numerous efforts, it has remained an unsolved mystery for over two millennia.

The clues left behind by ancient historians have guided many expeditions to

different parts of the world, with each attempt bringing us closer to the truth.
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One of the most prevalent theories suggested that the tomb might have been

located in Alexandria, Egypt, the city founded by Alexander himself. However,

despite excavations and exhaustive research, the tomb's location in Alexandria is

yet to be definitively confirmed.

The Rediscovery of Amphipolis

In recent years, a significant breakthrough in the search for the tomb of Alexander

The Great occurred in northern Greece. In 2012, archaeologists made a

momentous discovery in a tomb near the city of Amphipolis. Although it was not

Alexander's tomb, it offered invaluable insights into the culture and time period

surrounding the legendary conqueror.

The remains of a grand tomb with intricate sculptures and luxurious design

mesmerized both historians and the general public alike. The discovery raised

speculation that this could be the final resting place of a close associate of

Alexander, possibly his wife Roxana, his mother Olympias, or even one of his

generals.

The Unveiling of Vergina
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Another remarkable site that has fueled the quest for Alexander's tomb is Vergina,

situated in northern Greece. In 1977, archaeologist Manolis Andronikos

unearthed one of the most significant archaeological finds of the 20th century –

the burial site of Philip II of Macedon, Alexander's father.

Within the tomb known as the Great Tumulus, treasures and artifacts belonging to

Philip II and other royal family members were discovered. This astonishing find

not only shed light on the cultural heritage of the Macedonian dynasty but also

raised hopes that Alexander's tomb might be hidden somewhere within the

vicinity.

Modern Techniques and the Search Continues

As technology advances, the quest for the tomb of Alexander The Great takes on

new dimensions. Modern techniques such as ground-penetrating radar and

remote sensing aid archaeologists in their exploration of potential burial sites.

Experts now focus their attention on Kasta Hill in Amphipolis, where ongoing

excavations have revealed an immense funerary complex. This complex includes

an impressive marble lion statue guarding the entrance, reminiscent of the

legendary lion sculptures found at other Hellenistic tombs.

The Legacy Lives On

Regardless of the countless unsuccessful attempts to locate his tomb, the legacy

of Alexander The Great continues to captivate and inspire people from all walks of

life. His military strategies, cultural influence, and vision for a united world have

left an indelible mark on history.

The quest for the tomb of Alexander The Great is not just a search for the final

resting place of a legendary figure. It is an exploration that unravels the mysteries



of the ancient world, bringing us closer to understanding the remarkable

achievements and enduring legacy of this extraordinary leader.

Disclaimer: This article is for informational purposes only. The hunt for the tomb of

Alexander The Great remains ongoing, with no conclusive evidence of its exact

location.
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In 2004 the author’s first book “The Lost Tomb of Alexander the Great” was

published to the accompaniment of international media attention, since it reported

the first credible suggestion as to the current whereabouts of the long-vanished

corpse of the illustrious conqueror. In the intervening years, direct progress on

testing of the candidate remains has been thwarted by the Church authorities, yet

much new information has emerged, casting the enigma in an ever more probing

light. In this extensively updated and extended account, the tortuous meanderings

of the evidence have been tracked with scrupulous care, thus teasing apart the

tangled threads of erstwhile hidden history. In these pages the author lays bare

the forgotten secrets of one of the greatest mysteries bequeathed to us by the
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ancient world. His new perspective will surely fascinate any reader with a sense

of curiosity about the past.

It remains significantly possible that the fate of Alexander’s tomb will turn out to be

the greatest archaeological story of the 21st century, for nobody has yet been

able to refute the author’s novel suggestion that the body stolen from Alexandria

in AD828 and now in Venice may have acquired a false identity at the time that

paganism was outlawed by the Emperor of Rome in the 4th century AD.

In addition the author’s published academic articles on the subject of Alexander’s

mysterious death and elusive tomb are reproduced here as a collection in

Appendices to the main narrative.

This Second Edition, published May 2012, incorporates 86 illustrations, including

ancient artefacts and antique maps and engravings.
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